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THE BIGGEST NIGHT ATTACK OF THE YEAR

1,800 .MILES TO BOMB THE SKODA WORKS AT PILSEN

Bomber Command sent out over 600 aircraft last night - the largest force

used this yeex - to bomb two of the enemy’s largest and most important

armament centres, Pilsen in Czechoslovakia and Mannheim-Ludwigshafen*

The attack on Pilsen, where the Skoda works were the target, was not

only much the heavier of the two raids, but also set up a new Bomber

Command record. It was the largest force of : the war to ’penetrate so
,

deeply into enemy territory. In 'fact, our crows on the outward and homeward

journey flew 1,200 miles over territory controlled by the Germans,

To find this target, after a flight of 600 miles from the German-held

coast to the borders of' Czechoslovakia‘with few outstanding landmarks,

necessitated choosing.favourable weather, a condition which also helped
the enemy night-fighters* Bomber Command, therefore, knew that the

percentage of loss would be higher than in a norma], heavy raid on

Germany, ’But damage to the Skoda works after the heavy destruction caused

by our raids on Krupps at Essen cannot foil to have a far-reaching effect on

the Axis War machine.

Likewise the raid on Mannheim-Ludwigshafen will not only hamper the

German war output but will ad.se dislocate" the transport of supplies to

Italy and North Africa* These twin towns are an important north-to-south

railway centre*

Before the crews left on their long journey-some of them had to

fly 1,800 miles to get there and hack - they knew that the flight 'was going
to be a hazardous one*

At their briefing they were told they would have to fly in bright moon-

light, in conditions ideal for night fighters* Guarding the -western approaches
to industrial Germany are four-fifths of the Luftwaffe’s night-fighter

strength.

Moonlight was essential if the crews 'were to avoid hitting houses

outside the works. On the walls of the briefing rooms hung maps on which

were narked the flak and searchlight belts over which they would have to pass

on their way. But they knew that the target was cf exceptional importance*
The Skoda ornament works is one of the largest in the world and the third

largest in Europe; it employs between 30,000 and if),000 'workers, some

of whom are highly-skilled Germans sent from Krupps, The factories

in Pilsen cover 328 acres, an area larger than Hampstead Heath*
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The first crews reached the works shortly after 1.30 a.m. and one of those

■pilots said'the target could he fairly easily identified.

M Just as we were about to mice our bombing run”, he said, "the flares

went down, and we could see individual factory buildings quite clearly.

My bomb-aimer had these running up into his sight as he bombed. He saw

the bombs go down and then the rear-gunner saw our 4000-pounder burst in

the target area".

The mid-upper gunner of a Lancaster said that by the time they
arrived over.the target there was little else to be seen except fires and

explosions. "We saw six other Lancasters as we went in. They, too, were

making their attack", he send. "High explosives and incendiaries were

going down all the time. I counted at least a dozen bursts from bigbombs
while we were over the target. All I could see was the red glow of fires

and the white light of numerous incendiaries. We dropped our 4-000-pounder
in the confusion below."

Sergeant T. Musgrove, a bomb-aimer in a Halifax, said he lay in the

nose of his bomber throughout the whole trip. "As we flew across Germany",
he said, "I could see shells bursting in the sky in the direction of

Stuttgart, Karlsruhe and Mannheim. When we got to Pilsen the flares were

just beginning to go down and by the light of them I saw rows and rows of

sheds with railway lines running through them.

"I hadn*t got the right x-osition as we went in, so we did a f figure

8’ over the place before turning back to bomb. There were explosions and

photographic flashes going off all round. After our bombs had gone down we

saw a vivid red flash followed by smoke
r

There was another gigantic flash

when we were more than 100 miles away on tho homeward journey,"

!£o Squadron-Leader P. Jennings the greatest danger appeared to he the

risk of colliding with one of the many other bombers over the target*

"Frequently" f
he said, "I had to twist and dodge away from aircraft that

seemed to he coming directly for us o Bomhs wore going down at a fantastic

rate, and four just missed us; they passed us at what seemed to he only a

few yards from cur nose. 17e could also see the outlines of many

Lancasters against the mass of fires*"
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The attack on such a clear night and in such strength seems to have

taken the Germans by surprise. Crews agree.that the flak was only
moderate and the searchlights were so few that they could he counted.

But along the route fighters were up in considerable numbers. The night
was still almost as clear as day when the bombers were on their homeward

journey and with the mocn overhead our pilots had to pass through several

belts of defences, including the now-famous one in the Rhineland,

Flight-Sergeant Clifford Schnier flew through what -he called "a wicked

section of flak, searchlights, muck and corruption”,. He said "We had no

■ alternative but to try to fight cur way through it. As we were flying
through the flak, we were picked up by a blue cone of. searchlights, I

"lowered my seat and tried to stick my head down into the cockpit, but even

there the light- was absolutely blinding. The light turned from blue to

white and the fuselage was filled with it: it was two minutes which seemed

to last an eternity before we escaped”.

For some time Sergeant P.J. Shearman flew at roof-top level and one

of his gunners raked the barracks at a German airfield, his bullets hitting
the windows«" He,, too, was picked up by searchlights in one of the German

defence bolts, "We pulled in cur stomachs”, Sergeant Shearman said, ”and

dived down, but we never learned what cur speed was because the air-speed
indicator did two complete circles”,

"All my crews”, a squadron commander said, "were determined to get to

Pilsen, They knew only too well the risks involved in penetrating so deeply
into enemy territory, But they also knew that, they were going to bomb a ,
target ,thc destruction of which would be worth a division or even an army

corps to the Russians”.

On the way back from Pilsen many of the crews saw the red glow of the

fires burning in Mannheim-Luudwigshafen, The attack on this armament centre

began before the raid on the Skoda works and. was concentrated into about

20 minutes., -

"The night was very clear on the way cut”, the bomb-aimer of a Stirling

said, "but over the target there were a few scattered -wisps of cloud and a

certain amount of haze, . pven so,
I was--able to see the river with its

characteristic bend in the centre of the town, and oven a bridge a.cross it.

In the target area there were many really good fires, -with smoke rising from

them to about 3000 feet, V,re dropped cur bombs right into the centre of

this smoke and then circled the town to see how the attack would develop.

There were fires burning all over the target area. The river was sparkling

with the reflection of the flames”.
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A number of the air crews spoke of two very big explosions that

occurred towards the end of the raid* One pilot said that the first one

made a tremendous-flash, which was followed by a huge column of smoke that

rose to a height of over 6,000 foot.

The Mannheim force, like the Pilsen one, was also, attacked by night-

fighters which tried to intercept eur bombers all along the route* One

Stirling was. attacked by two enemy aircraft at the same time* The first,

fighter appeared on the port bow and the second came in from -aatorn*

While the first held off, the second attacked the Stirling several times*
-

The rear-gunner fired nine bursts in all at the two aircraft and finally

saw pieces fly off the second, which dived away with smoko from

it* -..A few minutes later an explosion was seen on the ground*

The Importance of Pilsen end Mannheim-Ludwigshafen could hardly bo

exaggerated. The Skoda works at Pilsen were taken over by the Germans

when Hitler marched into Prague six months after he had premised not to

do so in the Munich agreement* They were, at once taken into the huge

Hermann Goering combine and one of the first experiments the- Germans

made was to try out some of the famous Skoda heavy guns on the Czech

defence line which had been built on the model of the Maginot line.

The works turn out about 2,000 heavy guns of oil types each month.

They also produce 50 tanks a month, as. well as torpedoes, aero engines,
and. armoured fighting vehicles. They have an output of from 100 to 150
locomotives a year, which is about the same as the great Kruppa works,- bo

seveicly damaged by Bomber Command last month.

Ludwigshafen is Germany's second chemical centre and is the site

of the enormous Badische. Anilin works of the I.G. Forbenindustrie .and

the Oppau nitrogen plant. T-hli factory stretches for nearly three

miles along the western bank of the Rhine as far as Oppau and produces among
other chemicals, synthetic ammonia, nitric acid, and nitrogen
as well as plastics, dyes, and sulphuric acid. It is also the centre

for experimental research on explosives, chemical processes, and ersatz

materials*-
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